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Abstract—Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used in
various applications such as civil and military surveillance,
law enforcement, and support in natural disasters as well
as in hazardous environments. Approaching and landing
are necessary steps for all UAVs, indicating that radio
altimeters are needed. In this paper, a radio altimeter based
on an antenna array is proposed. Our solution allows some
improvements over the traditional radio altimeter such as
more precise altitude estimation, ground imaging without
the need of side looking radar, mapping the obstacles
positions and detecting the ground inclination and topology.
Another important contribution of this paper is a review
of traditional radio altimeters along with a performance
comparison between the level-crossing detection and the
digital signal processing frequency detection - which is
based on the fast Fourier transform algorithm.

Index Terms—radio altimeter, unmanned aerial vehicles,
antenna arrays

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used in various

applications, such as civil and military surveillance,

law enforcement, natural disaster situations, hazardous

environments. Since UAVs are unmanned, they avoid the

human risk and they are cheaper.
In large commercial [1] and military manned airplanes

a radio altimeter acts as an auxiliary of the barometric

altimeter and aids the landing and approaching. The

altitude is measured based on the radar principle, with

the target being the ground. However, unlike a simple

pulse radar, where the target distance is measured by the

round-trip-time (RTT), the measurement is made by a

frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FM-CW) radar,

where the phase difference, caused by the RTT, between

the transmitted and scattered waves are exploited [1]–[4].
Usually, airborne radio altimeters are designed as low-

power, low-range FM-CW radars, which operate in the

4.3 GHz frequency band [1], [5], [6].
The signal bandwidth plays an important role in deter-

mining the resolution and accuracy of the altimeters. For

example, an FM-CW radar with a +/-100 MHz frequency

deviation provides about 0.75 meter of resolution in a

level-crossing frequency detection mode [2].

Although a 0.75 meter resolution seems to be rough,

this resolution is still capable of aiding an UAV in cruis-

ing, landing and approach, and consequently, avoiding

a plane crash given its fast response and capability to

detect an obstacle, unlike a barometric or GPS altimeter

[1].

Antenna arrays have been applied to improve the

attitude estimation of UAVs [7], [8]. Since the antenna

arrays are already included in the communication sys-

tem, no additional hardware is necessary.

In this paper, we propose the application of antenna

arrays to improve the altitude estimation, obstacle de-

tection, as well as the landing area topology mapping

and ground inclination measurement. The remainder of

this paper is divided into five sections. In Section II the

operational principle of the radio altimeter is introduced.

In Section III, the traditional radio altimeter proposed

by [1], [6] is briefly reviewed, and in Section IV, the

proposed solution based on an antenna array is described.

Simulation results are included in Section V to illustrate

the traditional radio altimeter and the feasibility of the

proposed solution. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.

II. OPERATIONAL PRINCIPLE OF RADIO ALTIMETERS

Based on [1], a simplified FM-CW radio altimeter

design block diagram is presented in Figure 1. A classic

FM-CW radar uses a symmetrical triangular or saw-

tooth wave as the modulating signal [2]–[4]. By using

a symmetrical triangular waveform, the Doppler shift

caused by the vertical speed or some other phenomena

is canceled out [1], [3].

Typical frequencies for the modulating signal falls

between 50 Hz and 300 Hz. If frequencies are below

this range, the Doppler shift can cause severe distortion.

On the other hand, if the frequencies are above this

range, the output signal bandwidth is going to be higher,
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meaning that more thermal noise and other noises are

going to be present, causing signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)

degradation [1].

Usually radio altimeters operate in the 4.3 GHz fre-

quency band [1], [5], with a +/-100 MHz frequency

deviation [2]. Transmitting power ranges from 10 dBm

to 27 dBm [1], and the antennas are designed with a

directivity around 10 dBi, allowing a wider ground area

coverage [1].

In this design, the transmitted signal is generated by

a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) and it is coupled

to the receiver block mixer, acting as the local oscilla-

tor (LO) signal. The scattered signal, received by the

receiver block antenna, is mixed with the LO signal,

creating an intermediate frequency (IF) signal and a

higher frequency signal which is rejected by the IF low-

pass filter. The IF signal is then amplified through a lim-

iting amplifier and fed to a zero-crossing detector, which

is going to generate pulses for a frequency counter,

or digital signal processing device so that the altitude

information or some sort of obstacle alarm is displayed

[1].
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Figure 1. Simplified block diagram of radio altimeter [1].

III. TRADITIONAL RADIO ALTIMETER

In this section, we present the mathematical model

of a traditional radio altimeter by using communication

concepts [3], [4], [9], [10].

The transmitted signal is frequency modulated using a

VCO. A VCO is an electronic oscillator which changes

its output signal frequency according to the input voltage,

vin(t), weighted by a gain K0 in [Hz/V] and f0(t) as the

center frequency [11]:

fVCO(t) = f0 +K0 · vin(t). (1)

The instantaneous frequency of an FM signal is given

by [10]

fi(t) = fc + kf ·m(t), (2)

where fc is the carrier frequency, kf is the gain and m(t)
is the modulating signal. Since the VCO output signal is

closely realated to an FM signal, it is used to generate

an FM signal [11].

At the VCO input, a triangle waveform vin(t) is used

vin(t) = A0 ·mtriangle(2πfmt), (3)

where A0 and f are the amplitude and signal frequency,

respectively. Considering that fm = 1
T , mtriangle(2πfmt)

is a triangle waveform, which is a function of t, as

illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Modulating triangle waveform and its phase delayed version.
At the positive or negative voltage peaks, the VCO outputs the center
frequency, fc, summed to the positive or negative Δf peak deviations.

The triangle wave is periodic. For one period, it is

expressed as:

mtriangle(t) =

{
4t
T − 1 for 0 < t ≤ T

2−4t
T + 3 for T

2 < t
· (4)

By combining (2) and (3), and considering kf·A0 =

Δf (peak frequency devitation) [4], [10],

fi(t) = fc +Δf ·mtriangle(2πfmt), (5)

the phase term of an FM waveform is [10]

ξ(t) = 2π

∫ t

0

fi(t
′) dt′ = 2π(fct+Δf

∫ t

0

mtriangle(t
′) dt),

(6)

where fc = 4.3 GHz is the carrier frequency, and

kf·A0 is chosen such that Δf = 100 MHz, providing

a total frequency devitation of 200 MHz [1].

The VCO outputs a signal to be transmitted, tx(t):

tx(t) = cos [ξ(t)]. (7)

When the signal is backscattered to the UAV, it suffers

an amplitude attenuation, α and a time delay:

τ =
2r

c
, (8)

where c is the speed of light and r is the altitude.
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The received signal is represented by:

rx(t) = α · cos [ξ(t− τ)] = α · tx(t− τ), (9)

The received signal is sent to a frequency mixer, after

amplification by a factor of β, for frequency down-

conversion.

The mixing with the local oscillator signal creates

an IF signal, which is the so-called beating frequency

signal:

IF(t) = βα · rx(t) · tx(t). (10)

According to the trigonometric identities, the mixer out-

put IF(t) contains the sum and difference of frequencies

given by

IF(t) =
βα

2
{cos [ξ(t) + ξ(t− τ)]

+ cos [ξ(t)− ξ(t− τ)]},
(11)

where the term with a high frequency component is

suppressed by a low-pass filter located at the mixer

output:

IF′(t) =
βα

2
cos [ξ(t)− ξ(t− τ)]. (12)

The beating frequency from the filtered IF signal is:

fIF’(τ) = fi(t)− fi(t− τ)

= Δf · [fc +
4t

T
− 1− fc − 4(t− τ)

T
+ 1]

= Δf · (4τ
T

)

= 4 ·Δf · fm · τ.
(13)

Since τ(r) = 2r
c , and (13) are linear, the output fre-

quency is a linear function of either the time delay or

the altitude. Moreover, the maximum altitude detectable

should be less or equal to 1
4 of vin(t)’s wavelength.

In (13), by substituting τ for (8), the detected fre-

quency becomes a function of altitude [4]:

faltitude(r) =
8 ·Δf · fm · r

c
. (14)

To make the design more compact, leaving space for

more antennas, a single-antenna radio altimeter proposed

by [12], would be very suitable for an UAV, due to

its smaller dimensions and weight. The single antenna

proposed in [12] is an FM radio altimeter system that is

able to operate in continuous-wave (CW) and interrupted

continuous-wave (ICW) modes, and uses a circulator as

a duplexer, to separate the transmitted signal from the

received signal.

IV. PROPOSED RADIO ALTIMETER BASED ON

ANTENNA ARRAYS

In this section, a novel radio altimeter is designed

using an antenna array. A pulsed mode FM-CW radio

altimeter is used, similar to the pulse compression radar

(PCR) [2], operating in low pulse repetition frequency

(PRF) mode.
By sending the signal in modulated pulses, the times

of departure and of arrival are known, making the devel-

opment of a direction of arrival (DOA) estimating radio

altimeter possible, which is described in this section.
The antenna array radio altimeter is comprised of

one transmitting antenna and a set of receiving anten-

nas. Each receiving antenna has an individual receiving

block, which contains the amplifying, mixing and filter-

ing blocks.
It is important that each individual receiving block

does not induce inter-element phase delays.
Figure 3 shows the backscattered wavefront impinging

the antenna array, where θ is the actual wavefront DOA.

A. Data Model
The distance from the ground to the aircraft is far

enough so that the wavefront is assumed to be planar.
According to the Carson’s Rule [10], the bandwidth

of the signal is relatively narrow in comparison to

the carrier. Therefore, a linear mixture model can be

considered to represent the received signal [13].
The output at the m − th sensor, Sm, at the n − th

time instant is given by xm(n), containing d components

related to the various scattering points on the ground.

The signal is also added by an additive white Gaussian

noise (AWGN), nm(n),

xm(n) =

d∑
k=1

e−j.μ(θk).(m−1) · sk(n) + nm(n), (15)

where the transmitted signal, scattered from the k − th
point on the ground, at the time instant n is represented

by sk(n).
Let λ be the transmitted signal wavelength and Δ be

the inter-element distance of the antenna array. The phase

delay for the k − th reflection impinging between two

adjacent sensors is given by:

μ(θk) =
2 · π
λ

Δ · sin(θk). (16)

The entire system is written in matrix notation, yielding

X = A · S + N , (17)

The measurement matrix, X , and the noise matrix, N ,

are M × N matrices, where M is the number of

antennas (length of antenna array) and N is the number

of snapshots taken in time. The steering matrix, A, and

signal matrix, S, have sizes of M × d and d × N ,

respectively.
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Figure 3. A wavefront impinging on an antenna array. The transmitted
signal from the radio altimeter backscattered wavefront, impinging the
antenna array.

B. Direction of Arrival Estimation via Antenna Arrays

The DOAs of signals impinging over an antenna

array can be estimated using a number of different

algorithms. In this work, the estimation must be done

with an estimator that offers good performance as well as

computational efficiency. For this we turn to the subspace

decomposition based DOA estimators such as MUSIC

[14] and ESPRIT [15] which are the most popular and

proven techniques.

The subspace methods are a direct application of

principal component analysis (PCA), and rely on decom-

posing the received signal into two orthogonal subspaces,

the signal and noise subspaces represented as Qs and Qn.

The Qs contains the eigenvectors related to the signal

and Qn contains the eigenvectors related to the noise.

However, the number of signals impinging over the

array must be known a priori or must be accurately

estimated using the model order estimation schemes,

such as the Akaike information criterion [16]. The model

order is represented here as d. Also, the distance between

adjacent antennas in the array must not be larger than
λ
2 . Otherwise, the phase delay cannot be differentiated

from its symmetric component over y in the unit circle.

In order to compute the signal subspace, we first define

the covariance matrix of X , which is given by

R̂XX =
1

N
XXH. (18)

By using the covariance matrix, we can compute the sig-

nal subspace by applying the eigenvalue decomposition.

R̂XX = EΛE
H
, (19)

where Λ is the diagonal eigenvalues matrix of R̂XX

and E is the eigenvector matrix, The signal subspace,

Qs is constructed using the eigenvectors related to d ’s

largest eingenvalues. The remaining eigenvectors form

the noise subspace of Qn.

A vector containing the relative phase differences

between the signal measured at each component of the

antenna array is expressed as

v(φ) = [1, e(−1i·2·π·d·1)·sin(φ), e(−1i·2·π·d·2)·sin(φ), ...

..., e((−1i·2·π·d·N−1)·sin(φ)].
(20)

The MUSIC algorithm relies on the orthogonality of

the signal and estimated noise subspaces. The MUSIC

estimates the DOAs via maximizing the spectrum M(φ)
which contains the estimated power of a signal arriving

in a given φ direction:

M(φ) =
1

v(φ)H ·Qn ·QH
n · v(φ) . (21)

As φ becomes close to the DOA of a signal component

the term v(φ)H·Qn becomes increasingly small, the term

does not reach zero due to inaccuracies in the estimation

of Qn, thus v(φ) and Qn are not completely orthogonal,

but it still yields a large peak on the MUSIC spectrum.

The d peaks of spectrum correspond to the estimated

DOA of the d incoming waves over the antenna array.

The ESPRIT algorithm uses the signal subspace of

Qs to estimate the DOAs of the received signals. The

ESPRIT relies on the fact is that the phase delay is

the only difference between the impinging signals over

two adjacent sensors in the antenna array. Given that the

distance, Δ, between the two adjacent sensors is known,

the phase difference has a direct relationship with the

DOA. Let a selection matrix J1 selects the first M − 1
rows of the subspace A, and a selection matrix J2 selects

the last M − 1 rows of A. Using the shift invariance

equations, a d× d matrix, Φ, is obtained

J1AΦ = J2A, (22)

in practice, one does not have knowledge of A, but, since

A and Qs span the same subspace on the noiseless case,

the DOAs can be estimated using the signal subspace

A ≈ QsT , (23)

where T is a nonsingular matrix that satisfies the given

approximation, allowing Φ to be obtained using Qs

J1QsΦ = J2Qs. (24)

The d eigenvalues of Φ contain inter-element phase

delays for each of the arriving signals. They then map

directly to the estimated DOA for each signal.

The ESPRIT method does not require peak searches,

as the DOAs are obtained directly. But, on the other

hand, the distance between each element of the antenna

array must be constant and invariant. Errors in the

positioning of the elements result in a large imprecision

of the obtained DOAs estimation.
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The MUSIC algorithm is well suited for arrays where

precise positioning cannot be enforced. But this flexi-

bility comes at the price of higher computational effort.

Given a proper estimation of the model order, the esti-

mations are highly accurate and, as both methods depend

on the subspace decomposition of the signal, the error

of both algorithms is very similar. Both schemes are

very robust to the presence of noise, given that the noise

and signal components are decoupled in the subspace

decomposition.

By estimating the DOA, a receiving lobe is simulated,

as illustrated in Figure 4, raising the possibility to map

the terrain and to monitor the topology of the eviroment

around the aircraft.

Figure 4. Receiving main lobe sweep for a M -antenna antenna array.

Since the lobe beamwidth decreases as the antenna

array size increases [2], [3], [9], by using a large antenna

array, higher mapping resolution is reached.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

The simulations contained in Figures 5 to 15 are based

upon the diagrams shown in Figure 1.

The main simulations corresponding to Figure 3, are

presented in Figures 12 and 14 and Figures 16 and 17,

the other simulations in this Section are also valid, when

considering an individual antenna from the antenna array.

The figures of merit evaluated include the altitude

error for different SNRs

SNR(r) = 10 · log10
(
σ2
s(r)

σ2
n

)
, (25)

where σ2
s (r) is the signal variance at a given altitude, r,

and σ2
n is the noise variance.

The signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), corresponding

to the case when multipath signals are present, is

SIR = 10 · log10
(

σ2
LOS

σ2
NLOS

)
, (26)

where σ2
LOS is line-of-sight (LOS) path signal variance,

and σ2
NLOS is non-line-of-sight (NLOS) path signal

variance.

In addition, the relation between the signal attenuation,

the time (phase) delay and the altitude are also examined.

Each result represents an average 100 Monte Carlo runs.

For simulation purposes, Δf=100 MHz, fm = 300 Hz,

so that, according to Equation (14), a variation of 1 meter

corresponds to a frequency shift of 800 Hz.
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Figure 5. Frequency vs. altitude, for the predicted results, using
Equation (14), and simulation results, using FFT. Time window = 1

2
modulating frequency wavelength.

Figure 5 compares the empirical results using fast

Fourier transform (FFT), to the predicted results in

Equation (14).

The FFT is shown as a stair, due to its discrete nature.

It has a significant goodness-of-fit with the predicted

values.

The following 3 simulations present 5 cases, where

different time windows were used to detect the signal.

The time windows are measured in wavelengths of the

modulating signal with a frequency of 300 Hz.
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Figure 6. Frequency vs. altitude, simulated results for various time
windows, level-crossing, no quadrature beat.
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Figure 7. Frequency vs. altitude, simulated results for various time
windows, level-crossing, with quadrature beat.

Figures 6 and 7 show how the level-crossing detector

behaves using different time windows. Figure 7 shows

the effect of a quadrature signal presence.

Both signals do not show satisfactory results with a
1
10wavelength - time window, and the signal shows no

significant improvement after using a 1
2wavelength - time

window.

Figure 8 depicts the behavior of the FFT detector for

different altitudes. For the 1
10wavelength - time window,

there is a strong distortion, but for time windows of
1
4wavelength and up the detection curve is satisfactory.

While satisfactory results with the quadrature receiver

and level-crossing detection using a 1
4wavelength - time

window are achieved, similar results would be achieved

with a non-quadrature receiver using a FFT detector.

Hence, the complexity of the receiver is lowered, because
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Figure 8. Frequency vs. altitude, simulated results for various time
windows, FFT, no quadrature beat.

less components are used, less power is spent, rendering

into a smaller and lighter-weight apparatus.

Figure 9 shows that the 3 curves are overlapped, for

linearity comparison purposes. The frequencies from the

level-crossing detector signals are corrected to match the

FFT signal.
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Figure 9. Frequency vs. altitude, detected frequencies from the 3
detection methods. The pulsed modes where weighted to match the
FFT frequency. Time window = 1

2
wavelength.

Figure 10 shows the relative attenuation, obtained by

the radar equation [2], [3], related to the altitude and

time delay (τ ).
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Figure 10. Altitude vs. delay vs. attenuation

The altitude estimation relative error versus SNR is

shown in Figure 11, which indicates that the altitude

estimation based on the FFT detector is more robust,

achieving at least a 15 dB margin over the quadrature

level-crossing detector.
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Figure 11. Relative altitude estimation error vs. SNR for quadrature
and non-quadrature zero-crossing based radio altimeters [1] and the
radio altimeter with FFT based frequency detection [6], altitude = 10 m,
time window = 1

2
wavelength.

In a real situation, the radio altimeter may receive the

transmitted signal from various scattering sources and

paths, thus the received signal is composed of the main

signal and a number of multipath components that are

scattered back to the antenna, generating interference.

For analysis purposes the main signal path, which is

perpendicular to the ground, called LOS path, and the

other multipath components paths called NLOS paths,

as illustrated in Figure 12.

For the altitude estimation, often, only the shortest

path component is desired, because it represents the

LOS
time delay = τ0

NLOS1

time delay = τ1

NLOS2

time delay = τ2

Figure 12. Line-of-Sight and Non-Line-of-Sight paths

lowest altitude detected. Any other component that trav-

elled a longer path should be considered as a form of

interference.

Figure 13 illustrates the estimated altitude error caused

by the SIR, evaluating how much a multipath component

affects the overall performance. Two multipaths are

assumed: one is the desired component, and the other

is a multipath component that acts as the interference.

As Figure 13 shows, the altitude estimation relative

error decreases as SIR increases.

When the interfering signal is getting the same power

as the desired signal (near 0 dB SIR), the altitude

associated with the interfering signal is detected instead,

due the signal overlapping.

The interfering signal overlapping should not be con-

sidered as an undesirable effect every time. Since there

is a high probability that if a NLOS path signal has a

higher power than the LOS path signal, then the NLOS

path signal was scattered back from an obstacle that is

nearer to the UAV than the ground.

By observing Figure 12, the NLOS1 is the shortest

path, suffering less attenuation, that will be detected as

the current altitude by the traditional radio altimeter. The

spectrum of the received signal is shown in Figure 14.

There are other situations where a NLOS path signal

could overlap the LOS path signal. For example, if the

NLOS path signal reflecting surface, or obstacle, has a

scattering coefficient or radar cross-section that is more

advantageous than the LOS target, causing a high-power

NLOS path signal reflection [6].
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Figure 15 evaluates the effect of a given LOS path sig-

nal mixed with a NLOS path signal, considering the path

attenuation and high SNRs, over the detected frequency.

For example, the dashed line with circles indicates a

LOS path signal with the RTT = 5 ns, the detected

frequency will remain fairly constant no matter which

NLOS path signals, indicated by the horizontal axis, are

mixed to it. Since the signals suffers attenuations higher

than 10 dB/m, on plain ground surface the SIR is higher

than 0 dB, so there are no signal overlappings.
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However, in environments where a large number of

NLOS path components are present such as an urban

scenario, the altitude estimation suffers greatly from the

interference, because the estimated altitude represents

other obstacles than the ground itself.

Considering a situation as illustrated in Figure 14, the

DOA estimation techniques, such as those presented in

section IV, are needed, in order to achieve a correct

altitude estimation.
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Figure 16. Direction of arrival estimation error vs. SNR, show in
degrees the effect of the SNR on DOA estimation, for an antenna
array of 2 receiving antennas.

Figure 16 illustrates the DOA estimation error versus

SNR, when using a 2-antenna antenna array. In order

to estimate the DOA accurately, the SNR must be high

enough so that the DOA estimation error is kept low.

Figure 17 describes how the -4dB Beamwidth varies

according to the number of antennas in the array, larger
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Figure 17. The -4 dB beamwidth vs. number of antennas in the
antenna array, illustrates how the antenna array beamwidth, in radians,
behaves as the antenna array increases its length.

the antenna array, narrower the beamwidth, thus, finer is

the resolution. By using an antenna array, the spectrum

in Figure 14, which is obtained from Figure 12, is solved.

The LOS and NLOS path signals are separated by using

a spatial component, the DOA, with a narrow enough

beamwidth, so that the ground topology is mapped.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed an antenna array

based radio altimeter. Our proposed solution allows to

estimate not only the altitude, but also the inclination of

the ground as well as possible obstacles and topology.

Besides the proposed solution, we also compare tradi-

tional radio altimeters based on level crossing and FFT

detection. We show that the FFT allows a non-quadrature

system, which has an improved performance compared

to the level-crossing detector.
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